
 

 Pupil premium strategy statement 

1. Summary information  

School St Martin’s Catholic Academy 

Academic Year 2017-
18 

Total PP budget £82280 Date of most recent PP Review: ongoing with link governor 
summer 2016; with BM+VP 09/16;  prov. data review 09/17 

Total number of pupils 657 Number of pupils eligible for PP 98 Date for next internal review of this strategy 01/18 

2. Current attainment  

NB: There were 9 ‘disadvantaged’ students counting towards our 2015/16 
figures, while 12 counted towards our final 2016/17 figures 

Pupils eligible for PP 
(your school) 

Pupils not eligible for PP (national 
average)  

Progress 8 score average (2015-16) -0.18 0.1 

Attainment 8 score average (2015-16) 42.6 53.3 

Progress 8 score average (2016-17) -0.28 0.11 

Attainment 8 score average (2016-17) 42.2 49.8 

(Our 2016/17 PP figures include a very significant and explicable outlier which if removed from the data would result in a positive P8 score) 

3. Barriers to future attainment (for pupils eligible for PP) 

In-school barriers (issues to be addressed in school, such as poor literacy skills) 

A.  Lower literacy scores at KS2 for many PP students 

B.  Transport issues affecting attendance of disadvantaged students at twilight tuition sessions 

C.  Low prior attainment for a nucleus of four Y11 PP students 

External barriers (issues which also require action outside school, such as low attendance rates) 

D.  Low attendance affects a disproportionately high number of disadvantaged students 

4. Desired outcomes (desired outcomes and how they will be measured) Success criteria 

A.  Improved literacy skills for relevant students Narrowing RA+SA gaps (80+%) 

B.  Strong attendance at sessions from PP students 75%+ attendance 

C.  Students to at least reach threshold standards in English and Maths 4+ Eng+Maths achieved by 75% (3/4) 

D.  Improved attendance +5%pt YoY attendance for those <85% 



 

5. Planned expenditure  

 Academic year 2017-18 

i. Quality of teaching for all 

Desired outcome Chosen action / 

approach 

What is the evidence and 

rationale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 

implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you review 

implementation? 

A. Improved literacy 

skills for identified 

students 

 

‘Nurture groups’ in Y7-9, 

with particular input from 

trained DI specialist 

DI specialist’s success in helping to 

improve literacy in previous years 

DI specialist employed; 

performance management; 

assessment data (inc. RA+SA tests) 

C Sanders Summer Term 2018 

C. Students to at least 

reach threshold 

standards in Eng/Maths 

Enhanced Learning 

classes in option blocks 

Method used in previous years to help 

secure exceptional English and Maths 

results 

HoDs to liaise with EL deliverers 

and monitor work done 

S Myles (Maths) 

E Smart (Eng) 

Lenten Term (in light of mock 

exam results) 

Total budgeted cost 50000 

ii. Targeted support 

Desired outcome Chosen action / 

approach 

What is the evidence and 

rationale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 

implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you review 

implementation? 

B. Strong attendance 

from PP students at 

twilight tuitions 

Subsidised minibus to 

transport students home 

Strong progress for most students 

regularly attending twilight sessions in 

previous year 

Attendance registers; conversations 

with session leads and minibus 

driver 

D Dixon January 2018 

D. Improved attendance Appointment of new 

attendance officer and 

review of attendance 

policy 

Concerns regarding PP attendance 

figures relative to others 

Regular item at SLT meetings; 

feedback from HoYs; monitoring 

attendance patterns 

D Carton Termly 

Total budgeted cost 12000 

iii. Other approaches 

Desired outcome Chosen action / 

approach 

What is the evidence and 

rationale for this choice? 

How will you ensure it is 

implemented well? 

Staff lead When will you review 

implementation? 

B+D Mentors for identified Y11 

students, inc. all PP 

Feedback from students in previous 

years suggests it is valued 

Student feedback D Dixon Lenten Term (in light of mock 

exam results) 

Total budgeted cost 20644 



 

 

6. Review of expenditure  

Previous Academic Year 2016-17 - £78540 

i. Quality of teaching for all 

Desired 

outcome 

Chosen action / 

approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  

(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

Low PAs in Y7/8 to be 

ready to start GCSEs 

in Y9 

Direct Instruction 

classes 

HIGH: Students in DI classes (disproportionately - but 

not exclusively - PP) ‘passed fit’ to move on from DI.  

Y9 students now taking GCSE courses 

Method very effective in raising literacy levels to enable access to 

GCSEs.  Won’t continue this year due to perceived lack of need. 
49511 

Improve progress EL classes to reduce 

curriculum load and 

focus on E+M for lower 

attenders+attainers 

MIXED: P8 score looks set for a small fall, but result is 

heavily skewed by a non-attending outlier.  Even so, 

many PP students at whom EL was aimed made lower 

progress – best PP progress came from higher ability 

EL classes did contribute to positive results for PP cohort in 

English and Maths, but low attendance reduced impact for some.  

EL classes to continue, but a new strategy for raising attendance 

is needed 

14500 

ii. Targeted support 

Desired 

outcome 

Chosen action / 

approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  

(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

PP students able to  

attend twilight tuitions 

Free (to students) 

minibus transport home 

MIXED: transport barrier to attendance was overcome, 

with regular attendees (inc. non-PP) benefitting, as 

evidenced by subject results.  Some PP students 

attended sessions rarely, however, and they tended to 

be the students who made the least progress  

The minibus was well utilised and supported many PP and non-PP 

students in attending sessions that ultimately helped secure strong 

GCSE results, but it doesn’t really help those students for whom 

attendance is a prior issue (see above).  Budget cuts mean the 

minibus will have to be subsidised by parental contributions for us 

to continue to offer it as a service 

2000 

iii. Other approaches 

Desired 

outcome 

Chosen action / 

approach 

Estimated impact: Did you meet the 

success criteria? Include impact on pupils 

not eligible for PP, if appropriate. 

Lessons learned  

(and whether you will continue with this approach) 

Cost 

Vulnerable Y11 

students mentally 

ready for GCSE exams 

Mentoring DIFFICULT TO MEASURE: we can view the fact that all 

mentored students sat their GCSEs as a success, but 

we cannot know this wouldn’t have happened without it 

More rigorous monitoring of impact of mentoring needed.  Next 

year we will chart changes to predicted results to see how positive 

an impact mentoring is having 

14616 
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